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By Reuven M1. Lerner

MIT is currently the focus of a
nationwide debate within the arts
community which could forever
alter the role the government plays
in the funding of artistic ventures.
On May 12, Anne-Imelda
Radice, acting chairman of the
National Endowment for the Arts,
announced her decision to deny
funding for an exhibition on the
theme of the human body at MlT's
List Visual Arts Center. In her first
decision as acting chairman, Radice
reviewed 169 applications of projects in line for funding for fiscal
year 1992. She rejected both the
MIT List Center exhibition,
"Corporal Politics," and an exhibition at Virginia Commonwealth
University, whi ch also focused on
the human body', on the grounds that
the proposed works lacked "artistic
excellence."
In deciding not to fund
"Corporal Politics," Radice rejected
the recommendations both of an
NEA-appointed peer panel, which
voted 6-4 in favor of the exhibition,
and the presidentially appointed
National Council on the Arts, which
voted I11-I to award $ 10,000 for the
project.

NEWS EDITOR

The arts community reacts
The decision immediately sent
shock waves throughout the arts
community, prompting a series of
protests in the week that followed:
The Beacon Press, one of the
nation's oldest publishers, withdrew
its application for a $39,000 NEA
grant; songwriter Stephen Sondheim
turned down the NEA-administered

Over 1,900 students will receive
nearly 2,000 degrees at MIT's 126th
Commencement exercises, to be
held today in Killian Court.
Rep. Les Aspin PhD '66
(D-Wis.), chairman of the House

Armed Services Committee, will
deliver the Commencement address.
President Charles M. Vest will offer
the charge to graduates, with Paul E.
Gray '54, chairman of the
Corporation, presiding over the ceremonies.

Commencement activities will
begin at 9:45 a.m. with the academic
procession
from
77
Massachusetts Ave. to Killian Court
via Memorial Drive, after which
Corporation Chain-nan Paul E. Gray
'54 will open the graduation exercises.
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Local rock group Aerosmith
came to the Media Laboratory
(above) May 20 to see the controversial art exhibit and meet
representatives of the press
(right).

1992 National Medal of Arts; Artist
Trust in Seattle refused two NEA
grant awards; and in an unprecedented move, the NEA's Visual
Artists Fellowship/Sculpture peer
review panel suspended its proceedNEA, Page 9

Ml Says Wolf Debate Belongs on Campus
By Reuven M. Lerner
NEWS EDITOR

Rather than confront allegations
of harassment, MIT has responded
to a lawsuit brought by Professor of
Literature Cynthia G. Wolff by saying that the issues involved are inappropriate for the courthouse and
should be decided within the
Institute itself.
Wolffs suit, which has drawn
national attention, claims that MIT
has, over the years, created a "hostile work environment" in which it
was impossible to function properly.
As an example of this environment,
Wolff says that a number of proposals she wrote for subjects within the
Women's Studies Program were
turned down by the committee governing such proposals.
Wrighton would not comment on
MIT's response, saying that while
the documents were publicly accessible, his office would play no part
in publicizing them.
But according to a faculty member who has read the response, MIT
claims that Wolff s charges, however true they might be, are internal
disputes meant to be handled within
the Institute. The source, who
wished to retain anonymity, quickly
added that because the charges are
completely unfounded, there is all

the more reason for the case not to
be heard in court, and for the judge
to refuse a trial.
Jerry Weinstein, the senior attorney responsible for representing
MIT in the case, was unavailable for
comment last week. Wolff also
declined to comment on the case,
saying that only her attorney would
answer questions.
One of the most startling aspects
of the suit was Wolff's allegation

that Professor of Literature David
M. Halperin harassed Professor of
Literature Theoharis C. Theoharis.
Halperin is well-known on campus
for having helped fight against discrimination on campus, most
notably in the case of gay students
being forced to leave the Rcserve
Officers' Training Corps.
Halperin has adamantly denied
the harassment charges, saying in a
letter to The Tech-that he has never

been charged with harassment of
any kind in his 20 years as professor.
One member of the literature
faculty said that the allegations
against Halperin were no more than
a "smear," one which would only
hurt Wolff's, Halperin's, and the literature department's respective reputations.

Following an invocation, Aspin
will deliver the Commencement
address. Following his speech, Fufio
Ciacci G. outgoing president of the
Graduate Student Council, will
salute MIT on behalf of the graduate
student body, and Class of 1992
President Aileen W. Lee '92 will
present the senior class gift to Vest.
Vest will deliver the traditional
charge to the graduates, and then
will join Provost Mark S. Wrighton
in awarding the degrees. Vest will
hand out the bachelor of science
degrees while Wrighton will distribute the advanced degrees as two
lines of students approach the stage
simultaneously. The names of students will be announced in an alternating pattern as the degrees are
handed out.
Following Commencement, Vest
will join alumni from the classes of
1942 and 1967, which are celebrating their 50th and '25th anniversaries, respectively, at a reception in
McDermott Court, just east of
Building 8.
In the event of heavy, steady
rain, Commencement exercises will
be held indoors at Rockwell Cage.
Because of the limited space
Rockwell Cage offers, the 8,000
Graduates, Page I11

Wolff, Page 12

Vest Gives His SupporS to R)TC Gays
By Sabrina Kwon
ASSOCIA TENEWS EDITOR

A bill brought before Congress
that would allow open homosexuals
to serve in the armed forces has
received the formal support of
President Charles M. Vest.
The significance of the legislation, called the Military Freedom
Act of 1992, is that homosexuals
would be allowed to participate in
the Reserve Officers' Training
Corps at MIT.
Vest wrote a letter to the bill's
sponsor, Rep. Patricia Schroeder
(D-Col.), onl May 18 indicating his
support for the legislation.
"The current Department of

Defense policy to ban gay and lesbian individuals from ROTC is in
direct conflict with [MIT's] non-discrimination practice," Vest said in
his letter.
A task force, working with area
institutions, the American Council
on Education, and the National
Association of State and Land Grant
Colleges, was established "to do
everything possible to change the
[Department of Defense's] policy,"
said Sarah J. Eusden, Vest's assistant for government and community
relations. "We feel the Department
of Defense's policy is wrong, and
we are doing everything we can to
change it."

Eusden said Vest "sees his letter
of support as another step in the
implementation of the faculty resolution."
"Vest's letter is wonderful," said
Robert L. Bettiker '91, who made
headlines two years ago when, after
informing his Naval ROTC commander he was gay, he was forced
to leave the ROTC program and
repay his scholarship. "I was elated
to hear that he wrote it."
Schroeder's legislation is "a tool
to educate Congress on the issue of
discrimination," Bcttiker said. "It's
good as a focal point for the nationwide effort to have the ban
repealed."
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1ManyDrug Ads Misleading,
Illegal, Experts Say

U.S. to Expand And-Dru
Effort in the Caribbean
By Michael Isikoff
THE WASHINGTON POST
WASHINGTON

The Bush administration is planning a controversial expansion of
overseas anti-drug operations that includes deploying about a dozen
Pentagon-supplied Black Hawk helicopters for strikes against cocaine
traffickers in Guatemala, the Dominican Republic and Jamaica,
according to administration officials.
Classified plans approved by a National Security Council deputies
committee within the last two weeks call for basing the Black Hawks
in all three countries and using them to ferry teams of Drug
Enforcement Administration agents and local anti-narcotics police on
rapid response raids against clandestine landing strips and smuggling
ships, the officials said.
The operations, estimated to cost $30 million over the next two
years, would begin this summer and involve scores of U.S. military
pilots, State Department contractors and DEA agents in what some
officials say represents a significant escalation of the U.S. drug war in
the region.
Administration officials have argued that the operations are necessary because of a renewed surge in cocaine trafficking through the
eastern Caribbean and Central America. In recent weeks, they said,
the need for the operations has increased because the flow of refugees
from Haiti has required the diversion of large numbers of Coast
Guard ships and personnel to intercept them, creating gaps in U.S.
anti-drug surveillance that are being exploited by the traffickers.
A senior administration official rejected suggestions that the NSCapproved plans represent a radical departure from existing U.S. drug
operations. He said the planned escalation is a modest expansion of
ongoing DEA raids in Guatemala and an extension to Jamaica and
the Dominican Republic of an existing joint DEA-DOD operation in
the Bahamas and the Turks and Caicos Islands. "What we're doing is
tweaking up the system to respond to the traffickers," the official
said.

U.N. Votes Curbs on Yugoslavia
By John M. Goshko
THE WASHINGTON POST

UNITED NATIONS

The U.N. Security Council condemned Serbian-controlled
Yugoslavia's aggression in neighboring Bosnia-Hercegovina
Saturday and imposed an immediate economic embargo against the
Belgrade government to force it to halt its bloody military campaign.
Meanwhile, Serb forces continued to shell Sarajevo, the capital of
Bosnia, and the historic Adriatic city of Dubrovnik in Croatia, which
has seceded from Yugoslavia along with Bosnia, Slovenia and
Macedonia.
The sanctions resolution, which had been sought by the United
States, was adopted by a 13-to-0 vote of the 15-member council, with
China and Zimbabwe abstaining.
Its embargo provisions apply to Serbia and its tiny neighbor,
Montenegro, which have banded together as the new Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia. The resolution condemned these two states
and the Serb-dominated Yugoslav army for failing to heed previous
U.N. calls for an end to the fighting.
The sanctions are similar to those imposed by the council on Iraq
in August 1990 following its occupation of Kuwait. They ban imports
and exports, including oil, but exempt food and medicine. An emnbargo on arms deliveries has been in effect since September.
In the past two months, Serb forces have seized about 70 percent
of Bosnia in fighting that has left at least 2,500 dead and more than
700,000 homeless. Most of the refugees are Slavic Muslims, Bosnia's
largest population group.
As was the case with Iraq, the sanctions were approved under
Chapter 7 of the U.N. Charter, which authorizes measures up to and
including military action to enforce the council's will against a recalcitrant country. U.N. sources have stressed that there is no likelihood
at this stage that the world body will move toward military action of
the kind that culminated in the Persian Gulf War, but the resolution
could set the stage for possible air and sea blockades of Serbia and
Montenegro.
"Anybody who believes that this is the last word on this matter
from the Seculrity Council is in for a bad surprise," said the British
ambassador, Sir David Hannay. Asked whether this meant that the
council might be prepared to consider military measures, Hannay
replied: "I'm not prepared to speculate. But it must be clear that the
council is not prepared to walk away from these problems."

Raine rain, GOTV AWAYH!
By Michael C. Morganl
STAFF METEOROLOGIST

Rain will gradually taper to rain showers and drizzle later this
afternoon as a cyclone moves across the region. The effects of the
slow moving cyclone won't end until early Tuesday when somewhat
drier air reaches southern New England. Mostly sunny, dry weather
is anticipated Wednesday and Thursday.
Monday: Morning rain becoming lighter and more showery.
Winds south-southeast 10 - 15 mph shifting to north-northeast 10 - 15
mph. Highs 59 - 64° F.
Mondav night: Cloudy with patchy fog and drizzle. Low 50 55° F.
Tuesday: Clearing and milder. High 65 - 70° F. Low 55 - 60° F.
Wednesday: Mostly sunny and warm. High 70 - 75° F. Low
60° F.
Thursday: Partly cloudy and mild High 75° F.
-

-
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By Janny Scott

Under federal rules, pharmaceutical advertisers must be honest
LOS ANGELES
about the side effects, contraindicaMany drug advertissements in tions and effectiveness of their
medical journals - long , believed to products, and must offer a fair balinfluence doctors' decissions about ance between information on effecprescribing - are unbalaanced, mis- tiveness and risks.
leading and in apparent N
violation of
Recently, critics have comfederal regulations gove rning drug plained that many advertisers'
promotion, researchers haave found.
claims are false or misleading.
In the first large study of its kind, Fearing that such ads could prompt
medical specialists at the University inappropriate prescribing, they have
of California, Los Angeles, accused the Food and Drug
reviewed 109 prescriptio)n drug ads Administration of failing to enforce
published in 10 leadinig medical
its rules.
journals. They conclud led, among
"The main point is that drug
other things, that more th;ian half the advertising, to the extent that it is
ads studied had little or no educa- false or misleading, can result in
tional value.
patients being injured or killed,"
They found that adve!ortisers fre- said Dr. Sidney Wolfe, director of
quently failed to balanc(e informa- Public Citizen's Health Research
tion on a drug's effective
teness with Group, a Washington-based coninformation on its side eeffects and sumer organization.
risks. Some ads studied,, they sugThe
Pharmaceutical
gested, could encouragei inappropri- Manufacturers Association, which
ate, even dangerous use ol)fdrugs.
represents many large drug compaThe study's conclusi;ions, pub- nies, objected to the conclusions of
lished Monday in the Annals of the UCLA researchers. In a stateInternal Medicine, could be signifi- ment, officials of the manufacturers
cant in light of the docurrnented role group challenged the suggestion that
of drug promotion inI physician
FDA regulations are being flouted.
decision-making -partic cularly at a
"It is unfair to review 109
time when new drugs are proliferat- unidentified advertisements and
ing and many doctorsI have little claim that (most) of them potentialtime to keep up.
ly do not comply with FDA stan"The problem is not thhat (federal dards, thus impugning the reputaauthorities) need new req~gulations,"
tion of an entire industry," the
said Dr. Michael S. 'Wilkes, a association officials said.
UCLA professor of meddicine and
In the study, Wilkces and two collead author of the paper. ''"They need leagues examined ads published in
to enforce the regulattions, that early 1990 in general and specialty
already exist."
journals. The drugs, used by I1 speDrug companies spendd hundreds cialties, ranged from antibiotics to
of millions of dollars annually sleeping pills. The journals includadvertising their products, in medical ed, among others, the New England
journals. Research sugl,gests that Journal of Medicine.
such ads are highly eflTective in
The researchers asked two physiencouraging physicians too prescribe cians in each specialty plus an acadthe latest -and often miiost expen- emic pharmacist to evaluate each ad
sive -drugs.
consistent with FDA criteria. They
LOSANGELES TIMES

I

were also asked to judge the ad's
educational value and to say
whether the journal should have
published, altered or refused the ad.
In 57 percent of cases, two or
more reviewers found that the ads
had little or no educational value.
Overall, they would have advised
against publishing 28 percent of the
ads and would have required major
revisions in 34 percent before publication.
In 30 percent of cases, two or
more reviewers disagreed with the
advertisers' claim that the drug was
the "drug of choice." In 40 percent,
they thought that information on
efficacy was not balanced with
information on side effects and contraindications.
Finally, the reviewers found that
32 percent of ads contained headlines that misled the reader about
the drug's effectiveness. They
thought that 44 percent of the ads
would lead to improper prescribing
if a physician had no other information about the drug.
"I'm not super-critical, I am a
realist," Wilkes said in an interview,
saying he is no knee-jerk opponent
of pharmnaceutical companies and
federal regulators. "But we've got a
big problem here."
The researchers did not identify
the ads or products. But Wilkes said
that examples of what they found
included sleeping pills promoted for
the elderly when they are unsafe in
older people, and anti-vomiting
drugs promoted for children when
there are safer alternatives.
Dr. Jerry Avorn, an associate
professor of medicine at Harvard
Medical School and the Brigham
and Women's Hospital, said the
biggest problem is that doctors are
not exposed to "countervailing voices" promoting less lucrative drugs
or non-drug treatments.

New U.S. Policy Discourages
Haitian Boat People
By Kenneth Freed
LOS ANGELES TIMES
PETIT GOAVE, HAITI

The 20-foot boat sat on the
beach, its stern to the sea and its
hand-hewed ribs open to the rocks
and trash beneath. Yet as crude and
unseaworthy as it seems, this unfinished shamble of green oak and
nails is a kind of Noah's Ark of
Haiti, a symbol of hope of a new
life.
But that hope, always a gauzy
dream at best, is flickering in the
vacuum created by President Bush's
determination to keep impoverished
Haitians from even leaving their
desolate homeland, let alone reaching their dream of refuge in the
United States.
Just a week after Bush
announced that Haitians picked up
at sea by the U.S. Coast Guard
would be immediately brought back
to Haiti, without prior consideration
of any claims for asylum, the surge
of boat people headed for Miami
has begun to wane.
At first the reaction to Bush's
announcement was just the opposite, either from ignorance of the
new American policy or from defiance. Last Thursday, for example,
1,094 people were picked up from
boats and rafts in the Windward
Passage off Haiti's northwest coast.
That was one of the biggest pickups in the eight months of the current flood of escaping Haitians. So
far, more than 34,000 boat people

have been picked up. Of that figure,
more than 18,000 have been
returned to Haiti. Another 12,000plus are being held in an emergency
processing center at the U.S. Navy
Base at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.
About 9,000 have been judged to
have grounds to seek political asylum in the United States.
But overnight Friday and early
Saturday, the Coast Guard found
only 264 Haitians trying to sail to
Florida, and tours by reporters of
once-favored departure coves and
beaches here in Haiti found few
boats being prepared for launching
and none actually on the water.
At Miragoane, a port city 45
miles west of Port-au-Prince, the
harbor and nearby inlets were empty
of all but a few tiny fishing boats
and three rusting freighters.
"There haven't been any boats
leaving for Miami for a couple of
weeks," said a young man standing
on a dilapidated pier at the city's
outskirts. "There used to be more.
The boats were hidden in the woods
and taken out at night, but not for a
while."
The story was the same at Grand
Goave and Leogane, both used by
thousands of the boat people since
the exodus began last October in the
wake of the political and economic
crisis that followed a military coup
that overthrew the elected government of President Jean-Bertrand
Aristide.
"nLots of people have gone," said

a storekeeper in Grand Goave, a
ramshackle collection of crumbling
wooden, gingerbread-style houses
and dissolving cement hovels. "But
most have been brought back and
they don't have the money to try
again."
But in Petit Goave, on the shores
of the lower jaw of what looks on a
map like an alligator's head, there is
Francois Felisme and his half-finished little ark.
He said he has run out of money
and wood, but "I still expect to sail

by June 15.9' His expectation is that
the 60 people he figures can be
crammed into the rub-a-dub tub will
pay enough in advance to cover the
purchase of enough oak and mango
wood to at least finish building the
vessel, if not caulking the ill-fitting
planks.
This is how he arranged for two
previous boats he constructed and
launched toward Miami. The first,
which set sail in December, was
picked up by the Coast Guard and
its passengers were sent to the temporary refulgee camp at Guantanamo
Bay.
The second vessel left early in
May but turned back when it wasn't
picked up and it began leaking.
The price for an attempt to sail
to Miami varies widely, with some
people paying as much as $250 and
others pooling $IO or $12 and building their own rafts. Felisme charges
just over $30 per person.
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Expectabons of Eath Summit Aceomplishments Lowered
By Maura Dolan and Rudy
Abramson
WASHINGTON POST
LOS ANGELES TIMES

The Earth Summit, once heralded as a sweeping global effort to
attack the planet's environmental
ills, will open in Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil Wednesday amid vastly
reduced -expectations.
Hopes for major breakthroughs
on threats ranging from future global warming to the loss of forests
plummeted during negotiations over
the past several months as developing nations demanded money and
technology in exchange for environmental reform and industrialized
nations bristled at being blamed for
their problems.
Compounding the tensions is a
fundamental difference in the perception of the conference. Poorer
nations have tended to view it primarily as a conference on development, wealthier countries as a meeting on the environment.
Called the Conference on
Environment and Development, the
U.N.-sponsored meeting was scheduled before the recession and the
breakup of the Soviet bloc. An economic downturn in industrialized
countries has shifted political attention from the environment to breadand-butter issues, and funds for
environmental projects in the Third
World now must compete with aid
to the former Soviet Union and
Eastern European countries.
With those changes, the confierence increasingly is being viewed as
a beginning, not a conclusion, an
opportunity to get something on the
table that can be strengthened later.
"Rio leaves us with a lot of
processes that may lead to action

someday," said Scott Hajost, international
counsel
for
the
Environmental Defense Fund. "The
issue is, will it leave enough of a
process to make a difference?"
The answer depends on what
happens during the 12 days of talks
in Rio de Janeiro. Up for signature
will be treaties on global warming
and wildlife conservation, an ambitious agenda of environmental
action for the next century and a
declaration of principles on the
importance of being able to grow
economically without destroying the
environment.
For the first time, more than I100
heads of state will meet to discuss
environmental concerns, elevating
those issues to a level previously
enjoyed only by such issues as trade
and arms control.
Some nations may use the conference to launch environmental initiatives of their own or to pledge
specific amounts of aid to help poorer countries develop in an environmentally sound manner.
Delegates will grapple with ways
to share the latest technologies with
developing nations without compromising ownership lights and to put
in place a system to monitor global
environmental initiatives.
The theme of the conference is
sustainable development: exploiting
resources for economic gain without
destroying them. The challenge is to
meet today's needs without degrading forests, waterways and other
natural resources that future generations also will need for survival.
Poorer nations say that they must
have aid if they are to develop without resorting to the cheap, inefficient and polluting technology that
allowed industrial nations to prosper

at the environment's expense.
"This is the first time that the
world has put the environment and
sustainable development very high
on its agenda and that probably will
never be lost," said Donna Wise,
vice president of the World
Resources Institute, a Washingtonbased environmental think tank.
"Heretofore, some developing countries would not say the word 'environment,' but now they are talking
seriously about the environment and
development."
The centerpiece of Earth Summit
was supposed to be a strong treaty
to curb emission of gases that could
lead to climate change.
Scientists, relying on computer
models, predict that temperatures
will climb between 3 degrees and 8
degrees Fahrenheit by the end of the
next century if emissions continue
unchecked. The chief culprit is carbon dioxide, released by the burning
of such fossil fuels as coal, oil and
natural gas.
The European Community wanted a treaty requiring signing nations
to reduce their emissions to 1990
levels by the year 2000. But the
United States, which emits more
carbon dioxide than any other
nation, balked.
The Bush administration argued
that such a limit could hurt the
American economy and was unjustified by science. Researchers still do
not know exactly how much temperatures will climb, how quickly
and how various regions of the
world would be affected.
At U.S. insistence nations agreed
merely to try to reduce their emissions to 1990 levels. There is no
binding target.
if the United States got its way

in climate change, developing
nations got theirs in a draft treaty to
conserve the world's biological
diversity, which includes plants,
animals and microorganisms and
their habitat.
Although lacking many specific
requirements for conservation, the
treaty pledges aid and possible technological assistance to help developing nations protect their wildlife.
The pact calls for more parks
and reserves, requires environmental impact statements on federal projects that could harm wildlife and
asks nations to make conservation
of plants and animals a consideration in national planning.
But the United States has decided not to sign the accord and some
other industrialized nations may follow. The Bush administration
objects to provisions that could be
interpreted as a weakening of protections for patents and trade
secrets.
A U.S. official familiar with
treaty talks complained that a U.N.
environmental official closed the
negotiations after accepting language proposed by the Third World
and opposed by the United States
and other nations. If the United
States signed the treaty, Third
World nations might be encouraged
to pursue similar tactics in future
negotiations, the official said.
"I won't say we got rolled
because we didn't," the official said.
"But if we were to sign it at this
point, that would be one way of
looking at it."
Officials also are unhappy with
language that could lead to a substantial revision of the Global
Environmental Facility, the conduit
for aid administered by the World

Bank and two U.N. agencies.
A more sweeping action plan
called Agenda 21, a non-binding
blueprint for environmental initiatives in the 21st century, is expected
to be completed and signed at the
summit. The plan, running more
than 800 pages, touches on everything from population control to
conservation of ocean resources to
sewage disposal.
Maurice Strong, secretary general of the conference, previously estimated that the initiatives outlined in
Agenda 21 would require $125 billion a year in aid to the Third
World.
But others have suggested that
the cost may run as high as $400
billion. Negotiators have said that
there may be only $5 billion to $12
billion a year to pay for it.
Delegates also will consider a
non-binding 29-point statement of
principles building upon the historic
Stockholm environmental declaration issued in 1972.
While the Stockholm pronouncement made environmental protection a fundamental obligation of
mankind, the broader declaration
drafted for Rio addresses the complex link between environment and
development - making sustainable
development the objective of both
rich and poor. The Rio Declaration
specifically calls for reform of natural resource consumption and production practices, promotion of
"appropriate demographic policies"

or family planning, cooperative
efforts to alleviate poverty, and
accelerated transfer of new technologies to developing countries.
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Restoring Our Endangered Ecosyystems
Edward Goldsmith, Peter Bunyar rd.

1EXPECPAlt10IIS
U.S. Economic Policy in the 1 990s

Stephen Schmidheiny with the Business
Council for Sustainable Devefopment
Council for SustainableDevelopment
Are industry and the environment
incompatible?
These analyses and case studies by major
business leaders show how companies and

Paul Krugman

Nicholas Hildyard, and Patrick McCIully

A straightforward briefing on the U.S.
economy for readers who want to be well
informed without being overwhelmed by
statistics, predictions of disaster, or
boundless optimism. In a new preface to this

governments can make ecological

paperback edition, Krugman addresses the

imperatives part of the market forces that
govern production, investment, and trade.
A highly readable, realistic, business view of

current recession, the aftermath of the Gulf
war, the plunging trade deficit, and the
soarring budget deficit. He notes, however,

sustainable developmnent.

that' little has changed interms of the
America that the book describes: a huge,

"The authors do a superb job of Iplacing
today's environmental crisis into )historical
perspective ....There is no lack of
prescriptions for positive change, here, from
organic agriculture, renewable ernergy
sources, and recycyling to a chartnge in the
power structure that would give I(
local
communities greater control over,rresources."
-San Francisco Examiner-Chron7nicle
"This book ismore than a report.t.It is
marvelously illustrated, bringing the
t world
close in offering clear explanationrns and both

but which more and more fails to live up to

-Buzzworm: The Environmental,rIJournal

I $35.00 special cloth business edition with
I executive summary
I $16.95 paper
I

|

fundamental issues: "We still live inthe
wealthy nation that faces no immediate crisis,
~~~~~~~~~~~~~its
promise."
~~~~~~~~~~~~$12.95
cloth CLEARANCE SALE PRICE
$10.95 paper

despair and hope."

250 full color illustrations, diagrai

Rms, maps,

$17.50 paperback
$19.95 cloth CLEARANCE SALE PPRICE

DISCOURSES
Conversations in Postmodern Art and Culture
edited by Russell Ferguson, William Olander,
Marcia Tucker, & Karen Fiss. Photographic
SketchbookbyJohn Baldessaii.
Engaging nearly 100 artists, theonists, and critics
from a variety of fields this anthology documents
the polemical positions and strategies of
contemporary thought inthe making.

OUT TIERE
Marginalization and Contemporary Cultures
edited by Russell Ferguson, Martha Gever,
Trinh T.Minh-ha, and Cornel West. Images by
Felix Gonzales- Torres
"[C]ollects Classic essays as well as lesserknown pieces, all kicked off by Comel West's
bnriliant 7he New Cultural Politics of Difference.'
This is a magnificent compendium of nonEurocentric, non-heterosexist writing, a manual
for what West calls 'intellectualandpolitical
freedom-fighters."'--Village Voice
New Museum of Contemporary Art, New York.
$16.95paperback, illustrated
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Fear

No

is sexually explicit, lacked "artistic

expression, it nonetheless forces us to fear the fiture of federally funded art. While we applaud Aerosmith's altruism and
strength of character, we fear that the NEA might use this incident as proof that sufficient private fimds exist nationally to
support "controversial" art, and that this might encourage the
NEA to retreat even further into its narrow field of tolerance.

excellence." One can only assume
that in an election year filled with Republican pleas for "family
values," President Bush has taken it upon himself to render
taboo any kind of artwork involving the human form orjunior
high school biology.
While the rescue of the show by funds donated by the local
rock group Aerosmith is an outstanding contribution to free

No matter what the result, though, we can only salute
Aerosmith, and hope that by their public endorsement of the
cause of fair funding, Washington rulemakers will see that the
public indeed supports all types of art, regardless of how sexually explicit it might be. We also hope that voters will become
motivated to voice their opinions on this most important issue.

The National Endowment for the Arts' recent refusal to
fund an upcoming List Gallery exhibit provides exceptional
cause for alarm. The NEA's newly-appointed acting chairman,
Anne-Imelda Radice, withdrew support for an exhibit which a
review panel had already approved,
claiming the show's content, which

*I
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Rep. Patricia Schroeder (I)Col.) has introduced a bill
which, if enacted by Congress, would prohibit discrimination on
the basis of sexual orientation in the armed forces.
This legislation would most immediately be felt at the
Institute in the Reserve Officers'
Training Corps, which would be
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One key player in the upcoming debate on Capitol Hill is
today's Commencement speaker, Rep. Les Aspin PhD '66, who
chairs the House Armed Services Committee. Thus far, Aspin
has remained silent on the issue. We hope that Aspin promptly
replaces his silence with strong support of Schroeder's worthwhile legislation.

required to accept homosexual stu-

dents. Current policy prevents
known gays and lesbians from entering the program and forces
admitted homosexuals to resign. This kind of discrimination is
completely inappropriate.
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namely regulation 1332.14 that states,
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service."1
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day when this discriminatory ban is lifted.

Robert L. Bettiker '90
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mously without the express prior approval of The Tech. The Tech reserves the right to
edit or condense letters. Shorter letters will be given higher priority. We regret we cannot
publish all of the letters we receive.

still viable and in use.
At this time, I would like to make a

I

Once again, I thank you for your actions
on this matterof fundamental civil rights. I'm
sure that you join me in looking towards the

Editorials, printed in a distinctive format, are the official opinion of The Tech. They
are written by the editorial board, which consists of the chairman, editor in chief, managing editor, executive editor, news editors and opinion editors.
Dissents, marked as such and printed in a distinctive format, are the opinions of the
signed members of the editorial board choosing to publish their disagreement with the
editorial.
Columns and editorial cartoons are written by individuals and represent the opinion
of the author, not necessarily that of the newspaper.
Letters to the editor are welcome. They must be typed, double-spaced and addressed
to The Tech, PO Box 29, MIT Branch, Cambridge, Mass. 02139, or by interdepartnental
mail to Room W20-483. Electronic submissions in plain text format may be mailed to
techgathena.mit.edu. All submissions are due by 4 p.m. two days before the issue date.
Letters and cartoons must bear the author's signatures, addresses, and phone numbers. Unsigned letters will not be accepted. No letter or cartoon will be printed anony-

Congress. I am glad to see that this alliance is
i

I

believe that such actions would do much to
further equality in the military.

LIEITERS POLICY

As you may know, I was discharged from
MIT's Naval Reserve Officers' Training
Corps in 1990 and was ordered torepay
$38,612 in scholarship money because I
informed my Commanding Officer that I was
gay. The Navy rescinded its recoupment order
to me and all other midshipmen in my situation through the combined efforts of the MIT
community, the press, and 35 members of

'91.

L-

request. As chairman of the House Armed
Services committee, Commencement speaker
Rep. Les Aspin PhD '66 is the one of the most
influential Members of Congress on military
matters. I encourageyou to bring Aspin's
attention to MIT's concerns on the issue of
military discrimination and once again voice
MIT's support for the Military Freedom Act. I
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SCd Thn Yu for Eeyh

Momi,
Column by Joanna Stone
ARTSEDITOR

When people finally get their 15 minutes on TV, it seems the typical thing for
them to say "Hi Mom, Hi Dad." I don't
know why people always do this, but I
think it has something to do with wanting
to show off to one's parents, to make them
proud and to say, "tank you."
Today is Commencement. We're not
all on television, but we are on stage in a
sense, and certainly will find our way into
several video cameras. So, I've decided to
write this column for the parents -my
parents in particular, but everyone else's
parents as well.
I've been at MIT for the last two
Commencements and both times, I
remember being struck by all the parents
walking around beaming. There were
moms and dads everywhere, all appearing
so proud of their children. I felt jealous. I
couldn't wait until it was my turn to have
my parents here. I couldn't wait to show
them off.
It's funny, because it doesn't seem so
long ago that I was going through that
adolescent stage -constantly embarrassed by the mere presence of my parents.
They always seemed to say the wrong
things or wear the wrong things or not
laugh when they should, or God forbid,
laugh when something wasn't even funny,
and then compound the tragedy by laughing really loudly so that all in the general
vicinity would turn around and stare. But a
lot has changed since the days when I
would walk several paces behind mom and
dad, hoping no one would associate me
with them. Then, I believed my parents
were a direct reflection upon me, and if
they didn't conform to the sitcom ideal
then people might think poorly of me.
N9ow I look to them and the reflection I
see is the pride they derive from me mirrored by my own pride and admiration of
them. These are my parents! The terms
"MIT Mom" and "MIT Dad" have never
our
is
Today
more.
meant
Commencement, and it is my greatest
wish that my parents' names be read along
with those of this year's graduates.
I don't think I'm alone in my deep
desire to thank my parents for their contri:bution to my MIT degree. In the language
of MIT, which has validated words such 'as
"tool" and "punt," the word "hell" has
become a recognized synonym for the
Institute. Today, we are all about to be
released -from this place; our duration in
"hell" has ended and all of us have sur-

MIT
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vived. Without our parents, some of us
would not have gotten through the allnighters, at Athena, the five cups of coffee
in one night (and the ensuing caffeine
addiction), the endless problem sets, and
the fact that there are more undergraduates
awake on the MIT campus at 4 a.m. than
there are undergraduates enrolled at say,
Williams College.
MIT is unique, to say the least, and
stress-provoking, to say the obvious. I
can't count how many late-night hysterical
telephone calls my mother has had to
endure. I would begin those calls, which
invariably took place between 3 a.m. and 6
a.m., by asking, "Did I wake you?" -as
if there were a more than .01 probability
that the answer would be negative.
"That's okay honey, what's wrong?"
my mother would reply, bearing her `MIT
Mom" cross like a true saint. "I hate this

place, l hate Athena, I hate heat transfer
and I hate chocolate-covered expresso
beans," I would rattle off with mounting
panic, "I can't do all my work, I'm going
to drop out of school, I'm going to be a
failure for the rest of my life!"
My mother would always calmly put
things in perspective: not finishing a problem set was not life-shattering; I was overreacting because I hadn't slept in 27 hours.
Even if the worst happened and I failed
thermodynamics (or whatever course I
was complaining about at the moment)
that wouldn't make mhe a failure, and even

if I decided to drop out of MIT, my mother
would still love me and be proud of me.
Ironically, it was the last thing my mother
always said, permission to drop out of

MIT that invariably pulled me through.
She'd let me know that with or without an
MIT degree, I was assured of her unconditional love and respect. And it was knowing this that gave me the strength to keep
on pursuing that degree.
And then there's my dad who went to
Yale for Law School and his PhD in
English, who tells me, "I couldn't do any
of that science and numbers stuff you do!
I'm so proud of you, I go up to people on
the street I don't even know and tell them,
my daughter got above class average on
her thermodynamics test ... then I tell
them you didn't get a Marshall
Scholarship ... None of them had ever
heard of a Marshall Scholarship, but they
were all really impressed about the thermodynamics." Through his humor, my
father could always cheer me up.
Not everyone's parents could give
them the time and superhuman patience
my parents gave to me. But, most people
have someone who's been there for them
these past four years, whether it be a sibling or a boyfriend or a girlfriend or a professor whose door was always open. MIT
is a hard place, and for many of us, getting
this degree took more than just brilliance,
sweat, and tears. It also took having the
support of someone else -our parents,
our friends, teachers. For those people, it
seems almost appropriate that we tear off a
piece of our diploma -hand it over and
say, "this is yours, you earned it with me."
If I could, I'd take my diploma and write
on it, "MIT Mom, MIT Dad, I love you."
Stone, Page 7

Dsney Land Whn Parents Are Here

Column by Bill Jackson
OPINIONEDITOR ,

God, this place is beautiful.
I was walking around campus looking
at the freshly mowed lawns and the meticulously manicured flowerbeds and I was
thinking that MIT is just a lovely place to
walk around and enjoy.
I went outside yesterday, and there
were people enjoying the outdoors, throwing flisbees, juggling, and generally having fun. Few people had books open, and
those that did -were reading light fare: the
latest from Stephen King or Dean R.
Koontz, perhlaps.
I began to whistle, and small cartoon
birds fluttered around me and sang along.

Then a band appeared out of nowhere, like
in an old Elvis movie, and we broke out
into a song-and-dance number.
You think this is sickening? I agree.
But think about how wonderfull this place
can seem at times, especially to outsiders,
even though the students all know it isn't
so. The problem is that the place is made
to seem pleasant whenever parents are
around.
Think about it. During Parents
Weekend (replaced of late with the
friendlier generic monicker Family
Weekend) MIT turns into Disney World.
Instead of a castle, we have a dome.
Instead of EPCOT Center, we have the
Center for Space Research. Instead of the
the creepy old Haunted Mansion, we have
creepy old Random Hall. Instead of
Mickey Mouse, we have Chuck Vest. The
comparisons go on and on.
Consequently, our parents can't see
why we hate this place. Dad says somethiing like, "1This is great -a record store
and a grocery store right in your student
center" and Mom says something like,
"Look at how pleasant people are around

here" and you can't explain to them what
MIT is really like.
My parents still don't understand why I
don't have the deep love for my alma
mater that they do. Not so long ago they
mentioned the contribution my Mom made
to her school and I was asked if I would
ever donate money to MIT. When the
operator-deafening laughter had subsided,
they seemned shocked. I calmly told them I
hated this fn place. They had thought it
was just a. phase I had gone through as a
freshman, but I'm still going through the
phase. The only difference is I'm no
longer angry at the place, just resigned to
it.
I propose a new version of Family
Weekend for next year, to give relatives a
taste of the real MIT. Here's the plan.
First, the Institute should tell the parents, but not the students, when Family
Weekend will take place. Then, to ensure
that students will be around, every class
should assign either a test, a long problem
set, or a I0-page paper, due on a Friday in
early December. The campus will be
ftosty and gray, and the combination of all
the work done over the course of the term
and the impending work to be done for
finals will be just right.
The parents should show up at a predesignated time (May I suggest 2 a.m.
Friday momning?) and barge in on the student. Here's a sample conversation
between a student, "Ann," and her Mom
and Dad upon such an arrival.
(Knock Knock).
Anna: Who is it? What do you want
from me?
(She opens the door).
Ann: Who are you people?
Mom: We're your parents, dear.
Dad: We're the ones who shell out
$25,000 a year so you can enjoy the best

four years of your life. You remember us,
right?
Ann: Vaguely. Do either of you know
the Rydberg Constant?
Mom: No, dear. We're here to visit
you. Why don't you take some time off
and show us around campus?
Ann: What is "time off"
Dad: Are all these cans of soda yours,
honey? I've never heard of "Jolf' before.
Must be tasty stuff if you drink this much
of it.
When poor Ann recovers from her
overworked stupor, however, she can
show them around the real MIT. Gas
masks in hand, they can enter an Athena
cluster, but they must remember that it is
late in the term, so if a Nerd raises its arms
to stretch, they must put on the masks
immediately.
Then Ann can take her parents to meet
some of her professors. Not the ones MIT
showcases during the current Family
Weekend, mind you, but the ones MIT
tries to bide, who peer over their homnrimmed glasses and say "You say you're
an undergraduate? Yes, I remember them..
Little short people, as I recall. Of course,
it's been a while since I've seen one up

close, so give me a minute."Unfortunately, I suspect that MIT will
never allow this. So parents, try to understand the mzixed feelings your offspring
have about MIT. And graduates, remember, as you leave this place it may start to
havie a Disney World quality to it. Resist
these feelings at all costs! Before you
know it you'll be a contributing alumnus
and you'll only return for the "happy, shiny"
days, and -you'll think to. yourself ...
God, this place is beautifiul.
Tecth opinion editor Bill Jackson '93
hopes to ride all the rides before he graduates nextyear.

Hello, Wrld.
By Deborah A. Levinson
CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

When I said goodbye to Andy two weeks ago, I
knew it was finally time to leave MIT.
"Andy" is Andrew L. Fish '89, who just completed
Harvard Law School and has gone home to study for
the bar exam. He was editor in chief of The Tech when
I joined in 1988. In the time it took Andy to graduate
from Harvard Law, I changed majors once, was elected
Tech arts editor twice and chairman once, broke up
with two boyfriends, went into therapy, changed thesis
eventually wrote f-then
topics three times, blew off
a thesis, and graduated, somewhat anticlimactically, in
September 1991 with an SB in creative writing. So why
do I feel like three years have gone by in no time at all?
Though I still serve as a Tech contributing editor, I
wonder why I bother. Most of my friends graduated in
1990 or 1991. The Tech's constitution stipulates that a
contributing editor -traditionally a position where
grizzled Tech types are put out to pasture- merely
('contribute in some capacity to the operations of The
Tech." I don't spend 30 to 40 hours a week here anymore; I don't night edit every other issue anymore; I
don't play Solarian 11 instead of writing my thesis anymore. One of my greatest fears is that I will turn into
one of those LSC people who, like David Baltimore,
never really goes away.
Graduating last September left me in a peculiar
position. Having lived like a student all summer working (occasionally) at my UROP, traveling, going
to the beach, playing softball -I reluctantly had to
face the fact that I needed a job, a place to live, and a
life. My peers had dealt with these realities four months
previous; now it was my turn to figure out in a matter
of weeks exactly what I wanted to do for the next 40odd years.
Finding a job and an apartment proved simpler than
I expected. But it's easier to hide at The Tech than it is
to face the world (as any Tech senior will tell you), so
after I finished my second stint as arts editor, I decided
to hang around as a contributing editor. Not that I've
been a lazy contribed -I've written arts reviews and a
news story, taken photographs for a photo essay, and
helped work production.
Still, it's strange discovering that even though I'm
only 22, I'm an old woman here at The Tech. Are the
freshmen getting younger? Or is it just that my friends
are older? At Steer Roast this year, I realized that my
roommate, Marie E. V. Coppola '90, and I are two of
the last links between today's Tech and the paper of the
1970s. We have met (and are even friends with)
staffers who joined in the late '70s, people most current
Tech staffers know only from the electronic lexicon, a
ridiculously long file of bizarre and often off-color stories about The Tech and the people who put it together.
Someday people will come to The Tech and talk about
Marie, Andy, or me in the same way we talk about Jon
von Zelowitz '83 or Robert E. Malchman '85 or any of
a number of former staffers who drop by the office now
and then. Being old at 22 is a hard thing to deal with.
Which brings me to commencement. Since I didn't
graduate on time to go through with the 1991 commencement exercises, I chose to march this year. As
has every college president before him, Charles M.
Vest will deliver a charge to the 1992 graduating class.
Though each president may couch his or her message
in different termns, it's almost always the same message: Get a job, make bushels of money, and remember
that you, the members of the graduating class, hold the

Future of America in your capable hands. I have no
good reason to believe that Vest's second address to
the graduates will stray from this prescribed doctrine.
What is the point of the charge to the graduates?
Those who already have jobs know what they are doing
for at least the next year; those who are going to graduate school know what they are doing for at least the
next year and a half; those who are doing neither will
either have a plan for their life or not. Pat Buchanan's
Golden Foot approach, which allows that if Buchanan
single-handedly kicks every poor person in the rear,
they will immediately get up and find a job, does not
work for graduating seniors. Charles Marstiller Vest
telling us to go out and make lots of money will not
make it happen either.
To those graduates of the class of 1992 whose only
post-graduation plans involve meeting their parents at
Legal Seafioods for dinner afterwards: it's okay to not
know what you're doing or where you're going.
Sometimes it takes a long time to figure out a plan for

living. The college environment is the perfect cocoonS
- food, friends, and no "real-wvorld"' responsibilities
- and the real world is not a pleasant place. You can
get mugged, or end up working for a paranoidschizophrenic, or worst of all, be forced to pay off your
student loans.
That is why, just as when I was supposed to be
doing my thesis, i ended up hiding at The Tech.
Though I still don't know what I want to do for the
next 40 odd years, I do know that I need to leave The
Tech to do them. And I think Cthat I'll close this column,
probably the last column that I will ever write fior The
Tech, the same way that I closed the dedication of my
thesis:
Thank you all. I'm ready to go now.

Deborah A. Levinason '91 helps publish books and
wants to open a restaurantwhen she grows up.
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

Classified Advertising in The Tech:
$5.00 per insertion for each 35
words or less. Must be prepaid, with
complete name, address, and phone
number. The Tech, W20-483; or PO
Box 29, MIT Branch, Cambridge, MA
02139.

OPPORTUNITIES AT

MCKINSEY & COMPANY

1986 Mazda 323 Hatchback. 30
MPG. Low miles (51,000). Cloth interior, new battery, Blaupunkt stereo.
Very reliable car. Runs great.
$3,300. 2258817 or 2531288.

McKinsey & Company, a premier multi-national management
consulting firm, is looking for top-flight software developers for its
Cambridge Massachusetts, New York City, and European locations to
join an exciting new venture into building a worldwide information

Apartment Share in West Cambridge.
Easy bus and T connections. All furnished including TV, telephone,
microwave oven, and dryer. Great setting. All modem amenities. $415 per
month. Telephone 547-7424.

infrastructure. We seek highly motivated, self-starting, and pragmatic
individuals who wish to apply their rigorous technical skills to realworld applications and are able to function in a relatively unstructured
environment.

Do You Run Out of Money Before
You Run Out of Month? Turn the
tables with extra income from interesting part-time work. Phone for
appointment. (508) 429-6050.
$40,000/yrl Read books and TV
scripts. Fill out simple 'like/don't
like' form. Easy! Fun, relaxing at
home, beach, vacations. Guaranteed
paycheck. Free 24 hour recording
reveals details. 801-379-2925.
Copyright #MA12KEB

We have a diverse set of platforms and technologies m use at
McKinsey, and we are looking for candidates with strong technical
backgrounds and extensive programming experience who can quickly
adapt to different technologies. Useful skills include in-depth technical
-knowledge of: C, Unix, Windows, Oracle, SQL, TCP/IP, MS-DOS,
OS/2, Novell. Some ieof the on-going projects include:

Alaska Smner Employalent- fisheries. Earn $5,000+/month. Free
transportation! Room & Board! Over
8,000 openings. No experience necessary. Male or Female. For employment program call Student
Employment Services at 1-206-5454155 ext. 1606.

- Worldwide, distributed database management
- Groupware development and strategy formulation
- Development in various 3rd and 4th generation languages, e.g.:
· SQL
· Omnis

Data
Processing
Career
Opportunrltles in the NY area. Must
have experience in the NEXT computer environment. Great opportunities,
training, and high pay. Call or send
resume: Zeitech, 9 E. 40th St., NY,
NY 10016. 212-779-4300/212-7794767 fax.

Cheap! FBI/U.S. Seized 89
Mercedes, $200. 86 VW, $50. 87
Mercedes, $100. 65 Mustang, $50.
Choose from thousands starting $25.
Free 24 hour recording reveals give
away prices. 801-379-2929.
Copyright #MA12KJC.

C

Windows API
Fo, mded in 1926, McKinsey & Company now has 52 offices and
satellites in 25 countries. If you are interested in software development
opportunities at McKinsey, please send your resume to:

Learn Tennis This Summer: All
Lessons Taught by Tennis Instructor
with 5 years experience, Former
Ranked Player in NELTA (New
England Lawn Tennis Association).
For more information, call today:
(617)3712 and ask for Richard.

Michael Bucci
McKinsey & Company, Inc.
One Memorial Drive

The Tech news
Hotline
Z53-1541

Cambridge, MA 02142
(617) 225-2727
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MIT Students Are Often Out of Touch with the World
Stone, from Page 5
A Different Perspective on the World
There's something irresistible about The
New York 7imes Sunday Edition: it seems to
promise everything within its alphabetically
ordered sections. My mother always told me
to go through the Sunday paper first before
buying it, to make sure all the sections were
there, to be certain that it had been packed
properly. I still do this. I go to the newsstand
and start to flip through the paper. First I have
to read the front page headlines though. I then
begin my methodical section search. When I
was younger I didn't care too much if the
newspaper man had forgotten to include the
business or real estate sections. But now I find

my eyes drawn to their headlines as well. The
whole process takes me nearly 10 minutes as
the anticipation of the enclosed articles
builds... "What is the latest trend in..., What
did people in - have to say about -"
Surprisingly, I've never been thrown out of a
newsstand, although the Boston venders tend
to be more patient than the New Yorkers who
ask, "You gonna buy it or memorize it?"
Growing up in Manhattan, The Times was
always a part of my Sunday, sometimes my
Saturday night as well. I'd always thought it
was a part of everyone's Sunday; like pancakes, or church for my Christian side of the
family (and sleeping past noon for my nonChristian side.) I used to marvel at the idea
that whatever I was reading - mostly feature

articles when I was younger - the same thing
was being read by people all over who were
so different from myself. And I would wonder
what their take on the articles would be, how
differently they might be affecting them.
I was shocked when I came to college and
found that barely anyone read The Times. I
was further shocked and dismayed to find
myself - at a time when news seemingly
became more crucial, as I came upon joumalism as my chosen profession - being pulled
into a vacuum along with my fellow MIT
undergraduates, losing touch with the events
of the world around me, going weeks without
even seeing the Sunday Times.
I suppose the argument could go, it's not
very practical to read a newspaper when
you're being sprayed by a firehose. But the
average MIT student's lack of knowledge
about current events is not merely a matter of
practicality. Certainly there are those who
would be avid news readers if they only had
the time. Yet, the majority of MIT students
seem to hold a general apathy towards activities of the world around them. I've had friends
tell me point blank that they don't care about
current events. Of course, part of my pride
might have me respond that I don't care about
RISC technology -parallel processing, integrated circuits -the idea being that you don't
care about my chosen profession, journalism,

and I don't care about yours. But that's not

"I bet you watch 'Murphy Brownl' "

I-
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true. Anything, whether it be some geeky
Course VI gadget, or the price of gas, is
affected by current events.
When I decided to write a piece for the
yearbook discussing how MIT students are so
out of touch with current events, I was
applauded: the editors felt it needed to be said,
my friends agreed it was a problemn, the general response I received was, "Oh God, that's so
true." Then I mentioned it to my father who
warned that I might appear cocky. It's not surprising that my parents would sense a certain
arrogance in my dissatisfaction with my
peers' knowledge of the goings on in the
world around them. After my freshman year, I
told my parents I wanted to transfer out of
MIXT. When they asked me why, I responded,
"Salman Rushdie." I explained that one spring
day I had found myself at a large table in
Lobdell, with a group of freshman and upper-

-- ---

-- I --

classmen, I brought up Salman Rushdie and
no one at the table knew who he was. This in
itself was not a reason to transfer, but at the
time it represented the final straw in my growing frustration. I'd always imagined my college experience as a continuous intellectual
feasting. I saw myself sitting in cafes discussing literature politics, philosophy, how
John Stuart Mill's utilitarianism predicted the
80's boom and the eventual Black Monday. I
was desperate for endless discussions about
modem times, about how the world around us
was affecting us.
At MIT I found myself in such an awkward position. I dropped Structure and
Interpretation of Computer Programs (6.001)
and struggled in Physics II (8.02). I felt so
humbled by my classmates who seemed to
complete the freshman core with such ease.
Yet, at the same time, I felt particularly aware
of this vast knowledge that I possessed and
that my peers did not. I knew what was going
on in the world. Not that this was not an
entirely positive thing -had I not felt the
need to read The New York Times cover to
cover and instead read a bit more of

Simmons' Calculus and Haliday and Resnick,
I might not have been forced to eliminate all
the even numbered majors I'd previously had
my eye on.
For my senior year Independent Activities
Period, I went to Beijing. I met a Chinese
journalist there who told me about the university experience in Beijing and eagerly asked
me question after question about MIT. He said
at Beijing University the students are not
allowed to talk politics. "They can't." He then
said with enthusiasm and an edge of envy, "At
MIT, you talk politics." It was a statement,
not a question, nevertheless I felt inclined to
respond; "W~e can, but we don't." That statement seems to sum it all up for me. We had
four years here ... we could have but most of
us didn't. Graduating from college is a time
filled with thoughts of all that could have
been. Perhaps it should be thoughts of all that
we could be. As we all enter the real world,
perhaps we will all start reading about the
world. But if MIT students don't read, then
who's going to read this?
-2

congratulates

these graduating students,
faithfill members of our staS .
Sam Chen
Sande Chen
William Chuang
Marie E.V. Coppola
Peter Dunn
Lois E. Eaton
Mark E. Haseltine
David Hogg
Jonathan Kossuth

Lerothodi-Lapula Leeuw
Reuven M.Lerner
Deborah A. Levinson
Alison M. Marino
Lakshmana Rao
Rick Roos
Mark A. Smith
Joanna E. Stone

Thubnksfor all of yaur help,
andgood -luck in yourfuture end savors.
m-
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Ballot Box Thieves to Perform Comm
By Reuven M. Lerner
NEWS EDITOR

Four students implicated in the
March 13 theft of an Undergraduate
Association ballot box from Lobby
7 will have to perform 25 hours of
community service and pay a $60
fine as punishment for their actions.
'The punishment was decided by
Neal A. Dorow, advisor to fraternities and independent living groups,
and Andrew M. Eisenmann '75,
assistant dean for student affairs,
after a hearing on Friday afternoon.
None of the four students
charged with the theft - Ross A.
Lippert '93, Valerie J. Ohm '93,
Ralph A. Santos '92, and Peter S.
Yesley '92 -attended the hearing.
Lippert and Santos said they did not
participate because it was not open
to the public, while Yesley said he
told the Dean's Office on Friday
morning that he would not attend
because his parents were visiting.
Lippert said that Ohm "opted out of
it just because she was leaving" for
the summer.
Neither Dorow nor Eisenmann
would comment on the hearing, saying that federal law prevented them
from disclosing student disciplinary
records, including the names of
those who participated.
When asked how the names had
been made available to the

Undergraduate Association Council
last month without violating this
law, Dorow and James R. Tewhey,
associate dean for residence and
campus activities, said that the UA,
not the Office of the Dean for
Undergraduate Education and
Student Affairs, disclosed the
names.
"They were not supposed to
make it public," added Tewhey. "I
was not real happy about it."
Raajnish A. Chitaley '95, who
represented the UA before the
Dean's Office, would not comment
on the hearings or the punishments.

more people involved in the theft of

the ballot box itself. There were at
least 10 people in all."
"It makes me wonder about Neal~
Dorow's and Andrew Eisenmann's
educations," he added.

I

I
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Wanted to defend themselves
Both Lippert and Yesley were
upset by the fact that the hearing
was held in closed session. "If I
couldn't defend myself in a public
setting - as I had been condemned
in a public forum - then I would
not contest the charges," Lippert
said. "The same result would happen either way."
Nevertheless, Lippert said that
he was "not unsatisfied" with his
punishment. "I'm glad it was as
light as it was," he said, especially
considering "the Institute disregarded our rights to defend ourselves."
Yesley was much more critical
of the punishment. "I think it's
unfair," he said. "There are many

II

V -A
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ty Service

Lippert was not upset about the
$60 fine, meant to reimburse the UA
for the money it spent to hold a second election. "Given that I know at
least a couple of people who didn't
really come forward the same way

,I -

-
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we did, I think I'll be able to cut that
down to $30," Lippert said.
While Santos and Yesley are
expected to graduate today, the
Punish, Page 11
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MICHELLE GREENE-THE TECH

Memoral Day weekend witnessed the collapse of part of Westgate. Residents were awakened In
the early morning hours by a Numbing sound as a section of Westgate's overhang crashed to the
ground. No Injuries were reported.
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Live at the Number Six Club this
Summer: Located at 428 Memorial
Drive Cambridge, on the Charles
River, on MIT campus. Fully furnished
rooms, kitchen, laundry, parking.
Singles, doubles, split doubles available. House is open May 24 August 22. Rent is $250 per month.
Call Scott at 252-6542.

DIPLO~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Summer Tours to Europe, Australia,
and the Greek Islands. 15-19 days.
All expenses paid including meals.
$1395-1798. Call Contiki Tours 1800-950-1037 ext. #2.
The Tech Subscription Rates: $20
one year 3rd class mail ($37 two
years); $55 one year 1st class mail
($105 two years); $52 one year air
mail to Canada or Mexico or surface
mail overseas; $140 one year air
mail overseas; $10 one year MIT
Mail (2 years $18). Prepayment
required.

FRla,
SPECI~

A defnse
against cancer

WOOD

can be codged up
inyourkikhen.
There is evidence that
diet and cancer are related.
Follow these modifications in
your daily diet to reduce
chances of getting cancer:
1. Eat more high-fiber foods
such as fruits and vegetables
and whole-grain cereals.
2. Include dark green and
deep yellow fruits and vegetables rich in vitamins A and C.
3. Include cabbage, broccoli,
brussels sprouts, kohlrabi and
cauliflower.
4. Be moderate in consumption of salt-cured, smoked, and
nitrite-cured foods.
5. Cut down on total fat intake from animal sources and
fats and oils.
6. Avoid obesity.
7. Be moderate in consumption of alcoholic beverages.
| No one faces cancer alone.

$39.99
Offer includes:
Archival Quality Matting Glass and Labor
N~on-Glare Glass or Plexiglass
-Add
$5
-- "
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STA N HO P E
---- FRAM ERS - 411 Marlborough Street
At Massachusetts Avenue
Boston 2620787
M-F I OA-P, SAT 10:304
SUN. 12-4
L
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TAERS

269 Somerville'Avenue
In Union Square
Somerville 666-2000
y-F
8A-4P, SAT 9-12
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Aerosmith
Gives

for

Controversial

List Center responds

Private sector encouraged

The great irony of the matter,
according to Posner, is that
"Corporal Politics"' was rejected for
its sexual nature and yet the exhibition is not sexually explicit. In a letter to Radice, responding to her
decision to deny funding to the List
Center, Posner and Katy Kline,
director of the List Visual Arts
Center, wrote, "As a careful examination of the artist's supporting
visual materials would indicate, the
sculptures included in this exhibition are not 'sexually explicit'; the
sexual organs and other body parts
are metaphorical expressions of a
spiritual malaise and disconnection
which is a widespread topic in contemporary art."
Perry of Aerosmith, commenting
on the exhibit, agreed that its nature
was metaphorical rather than sexual.
."After we've seen [the exhibition],
we feel stronger about the motives."
Posner and Kline's letter
expresses their own strong emotions
on the matter: "This arbitrary and
politically motivated action subverts
a decision-making process which
has served the NEA well over many
years.'
Posner and Kline's criticisms
were later echoed in a May 19 letter
to Radice, written on behalf of the
members of the Special Exhibitions
Panel B which approved the MIT
proposal. The committee wrote:
"Had you simply said what you told
the Congressional subcommittee
two weeks earlier, that you would
veto sexually explicit art, then your
actions, although regrettable, would
be more understandable. However,
by giving the false impression that
these exhibitions did not meet our
panel's standard of artistic quality,
your actions can only serve to polarize public opinion and unfairly damage the credibility of the peer
review process."
Posner said Radice's rejection
came as a great surprise to her. "I
knew the NEA was becoming more
and more conservative -I thought
it might be discussed in the review
process," said Posner. However, the
project was approved by the
National Council of the Arts on
May 1, without concern for its possible sexual nature, as far as Posner
was aware. On that same day, the
Bush administration appointed
Radice acting chairman.

Since her decision, Radice has
come out with several official statements in response to the series of
protests which ensued.
Radice issued a series of statements expressing her "regrets" that
the two panels chose to end and suspend their deliberations. In a statement of a different tone, the NEA
said it is pleased that Aerosmith has
come forward to fund the exhibition. "We always encourage private
sector funding of the arts," said Josh
Dare, spokesman for the NEA.
According to Dare, NEA funding is given on a dollar-for-dollar
match basis. Had "Corporal
Politics"' been granted the NEA
funds the List Center would have
been required to match the endowment's $10,000 with money raised
from the private sector. Currently,
the List Center is not planning on
soliciting further private donations.
"It has been our opinion that
artists should seek private sector
funding for controversial exhibits,"
he said. "We are concerned with not
having wide appreciation by
American taxpayers who essentially
write the checks" for these exhibits.
According to Posner, soliciting
such funding is not quite that easy.
"To say the funding would have
been available without the controversy is untrue," said Posner, noting
that if she had simply sought out
private funding originally, she
would not have gotten $10,000 from

NEA, from Page 1
ings.
All of this followed Pulitzer
Prize-winning author Wallace
Stegner's rejection a National
Medal for the Arts and the resignation of an NEk Solo Theatre peer
panel.
. Prompted by outrage and the
desire to protest the NEA's decision, the local rock band Aerosmith
announced it would donate the
$10,000 to the MIT List Center for
the "Corporal Polities" exhibition.
'"I feel the government has
betrayed us," said Tom Hamilton, a
member of Aerosmith, at a May 20
press conference at the List Center.
Hamilton does not believe it is the
private sector's responsibility to
fund controversial art, but rather to
tell the government when "it's not
doing what it should be doing."
"It's as if there are brushfires
going off. This one's going to get
put out and another one will pop
up," said Joe Perry of Aerosmith.
"We decided to put out this brushfire as a way to create a forum to
discuss the underlying issues."
According to Hamilton, the crux
of those underlying issues is that
"the NEA feels that it has to placate
the right, Pat Buchanan, people like
that. That's what's behind this
because this was all approved this
was all set up and ready to go and
obviously she's got a mandate to go
and clean up some morals."
The recent public outrage has
been inspired as much by Radice's
decision as by her unwillingness to
further elaborate on the reasons
behind her decision.
In a statement to the press,
Radice said, "Grant applications are
evaluated on the basis of artistic
excellence and artistic merit."
According to Radice, the applications of MIT and Virginia
Commonwealth "did not measure
up to these criteria and, therefore,
are unlikely to have the long-term
significance necessary to merit
Endowment funding."
Posner said she believes
Radice's decision is politically
motivated. "I feel absolutely another
agenda here - to have the NEA
serve as a political watchdog - to
reject any projects that are controversial and that's censorship."

$10,000

Aerosmith.
An end to the NEA?
Dare points out that the NEA is
responsible for only $176 million
dollars of arts funding for the year,
compared to the $8 billion provided
by the private sector. This fact, coupled with the censorship implications of the recent NEA decisions,
has left some critics preparing for a
day when the endowment may no
longer exist.
"I don't believe that the NEA
should be maintained at any price,"
said Judith Tannenbaum, associate
director and curator of the
University of Pennsylvania's
Institute of Contemporary Art and a
member of the review panel that
recommended the two projects, in a
statement to the press. "There may
come a point in time when there is
so much that is restricted, and where
the compromise is so great, that it is
not worth having an endowment
anymore."
The Art Institute of Southern
California has not sought NEA
funding since turning down a grant
in 1990. That year, universities were
asked to agree -in writing -to
"fprior restraint," thereby restricting
themselves in what they could
express with the money they
received.
John W. Lottes, president of the
Art Institute of Southern Califiorrlia,
said his institute was doing very
well without the NEA and has made

.1
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up for endowment funding by raising more money from foundations
and donors. 'There are many other
sources you can look to for funding," said Lottes.
A vital role
However, Posner, the curator of
the List Center, believes the NEA
plays a vital role in this country's
artistic culture. She said she would
hate to see this decision lead to the
eventual extinction of the endowment. "It was a very proud part of
the NEA history that it would fund
challenging new work. I hope that
commitment will continue," said
Posner. "Many people have taken
action recently with the hope that
the NEA can go back to its fair
process of review."
"The NEA has played an enormous role in the cultural events of
our country," said Ellen T. Harris,
associate provost of the arts at MIT.
"I hope the NEA imnproves its policies and I am going to work to that
goals," she said.
According to Harrs, the exhibit
currently at the List Gallery, "The
Kitchen and the Bathroom -The
Process of Elimination," was funded
by the NEA. The exhibit, consisting
of a variety of kitchen and bathroom
fixtures, had already opened when
Radice's decision was announced,
so there was never a question of
NEA, Page 14
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The band Aerosmith poses at the Wiesner Buildling, where "Corporal Polyps," a controversial art exhlbIt, IS to be shown later this year. The group donated $10,000 to fund the exhibition.
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Nobel Laureate Ballimore to
0Rtum
After 2 Years on Rockefeller Faculty
By Lakshmana Rao
Sr4FFREPORTER

Two years ago, David Baltimore
'61 resigned his post as director of
the Whitehead Institute after years
of stormy controversy about
research fraud. At the time, few
would have believed that the embattled biology researcher with a Nobel
prize under his belt would return.
But Baltimore is coming back.
He has been appointed a professor
of biology at MIT and will return to
the Institute in the spring of 1994.
Baltimore is currently a professor of biology at Rockefeller
University, where he also served as
president until last December. He
stepped down from that position
when he lost faculty support
because of his role in the fraudulent
data that was published in the journal Cell in 1986.
Although Baltimore was not
accused of committing fraud himself, he was criticized for shrugging
off repeated warnings that his collaborator on the paper, Thereza
Imanishi-Kari, who was then a postdoctoral student under him, had fabricated some of her data.

Cars at our end of the Harvard Bridge yield to people from "all
walks of life" walking to raise money for AIDS research. Tens
of thousands of people reportedly took part In yesterday's 10
kilometer walk sponsored by the AIDS Action Committee,
raising well over $1 millon.

-L ---Subscribe to 1i'e Tech!

MIT started talks
I

Robert J. Birgeneau, dean of science, said that MIT initiated the dialogue to get Baltimore back to MIT
when he announced his resignation
as the president of Rockefeller.
Baltimore held no standing position
at MIT when he left for Rockefeller.
"This is effectively a new
appointment," Birgeneau said.

Write our circulation manager
at P.O. Box 29, MIT Branch,
Cambridge, MA 02139
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Focus on AIDS research
Baltimore's return to MIT will
coincide with the inauguration of
the new biology building scheduled
to take place in the early spring of
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So you Revived ml'lT..

M. L4MPERT

David Baltimore '61 will return to the department of Biology In the
spring of 1994.
1994. Baltimore will be allocated
space in the new building to pursue
his research on AIDS research. He
will also be teaching undergraduate
and graduate courses at MIT.
Birgeneau said that AIDS
research is a major focus of the biology department at MIT and there
are several professors working on

different aspects of the problem.
"Baltimore's arrival will increase
the effectiveness of our program
significantly" he added.
"I am looking forward to my
return to MIT," Baltimore said. He
plans to continue to work on

Baltimore, Page 11
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APARTMENTS
Students Weleome
Deal Direct with Owner

XMIT

In the real world now,
We'd like to help.

|NO RENTAL FEE,@ GREAT LOCATIONS
e

• EXCELLENT CONDITIONS

9 2, 3, 4 BEDROOMS

* LAUNDRY

* PARKINGG
623-2323

Auslel Rightnr

Buhnexr tw:

ON MBTA

| WALK TO SCHOOLS

R eA * t

861-9000

Many MIT Students and judents and Graduates Ihave
Graduates are highly creative Rights. Do you have a Ilegal
and entrepreneurial. Ifyouare problem with your sch osol?
Interleaf is the leading international supplier of
document information systems and services. The
following positions exist for technical graduates and
underclassmen fluent in both Tapanese and English

starting or running a business, Some legal problems do
we can help you. Contracts, turn up until after Graduaition.

incorporations, business We will be pleased to discuss
your situation in confidence.
tans, business issues.

SW Quality Assurance
Japanese Products
Regular and summer positions available.

r~

-
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Hoicka & Associates, P.C.

BuvAftr low
Seeuitiel tow
bIerst""lbz 1|6pre lo

Attorneys at Law
60 State Street, Suite 520

|
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Boston, MA 02109

lrater
oaImwl

(617) 547-4000

FAcrte PMlnning & Fmuio
Fatedtalanvet taw

(800) 333-1369
1 FAX (617) 547-4585

wl' Brar

l
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stdent Pight
Uttgation

MIT Graduate

If you are interested in software, and your major
is Computer Science or another technical
discipline, you may wish to use your creativity
to test the functionality of our Japanese software
products. Applicants must be experienced users
of UNIX or a similar operating system, and be
able to work on large-scale, complex software
engineering projects. Native-level Japanese
fluency required.

Send a cover letter and resume to:
Interleaf Staffin& 9 Hillside Avenue,
Waltham MA 02154 Attn: ILM

orfax to:

617.290.4951 or 617290.4955
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UROP Funding Does Not Meet creasing Requests
By Eva Moy
ASSOCIAAT NEWSEDITOR

Flooded with requests for over
$1 million, but with only $400,000
to dole out, the Undergraduate
Research Opportunities Program
has had to turn away many applicants for summer research funding.
UROP had to "run out of money
at one time or another," said
Undergraduate Research Director
Norma McGavern. She added that
UROP has to reach a balance
between the amount of money allo
cated for summer, fall, and spring
funding requests.

Harder-hit in tough times

A student with UROP funding
may receive a maximum of $3,300
for the summer, although students
with full faculty funding may
receive more.
Students and faculty should treat
UROP as a "tertiary source of
funds," not as a primary source, said
UROP administrator Claude J.
Poux. He added that UROP "tries to
support junior faculty and first-year
undergraduates" who may otherwise
not be able to receive funding.
UROP also tries to help senior faculty who have lost their grants or
are in between grants.

"We want our money to be used
when there are no other resources,"
Poux said, adding that there is
"more pressure on UROP in
depressed economic times."
UROP encourages the faculty
sponsoring the research to pay as
much as they possibly can, Poux
said. In general, the costs of hiring a
UROP student is split evenly
between the faculty and UROP.
If a faculty member requires 100
percent UROP funding, the UROP
office will negotiate a way to divide
the funding between them. Poux

said that he has done more negotiating this summer than in the past.
The money which UROP gives
to students comes from many different sources, including the Institute,
grants, companies, and alumni.
Much of this is "soft" money, meaning that the same amount may not
be available from year to year,
McGavern said.
McGavern emphasized the small
part of the total costs UROP pays
for hiring students for research positions. Last year, faculty-sponsored
research totaled $3.8 million.
Faculty may include the costs of hir-

Thieves Hit
Witl $60
6
e

Aspin Wi11 Address Graduates

Punlsh, from Page 8

parents and other guests expected to
attend would watch the exercises on
MIT Cable Television, rather than
join the graduates at the actual ceremony.

Graduates, from Page 1

Registrar's Office will not provide
them with transcripts until they have
performed the community service
and paid the fine. "How can you
prove you graduated if you don't
have any transcripts?" Yesley
asked.
While Lippert and Yesley disagreed as to the appropriateness of
the punishment, both agreed that
stealing the ballot box "was worth

it."
"I recommend it to anyone,"
Lippert said.
Besides, they said, over 850 students signed a petition, sponsored in
part by the four students, calling the
UA an ineffective and unrepresentative government.
"You really think the UA is a
bunch of competent people?"
Yesley asked. "I think it's time to
try to impeach some of the officers."

'

r

Aspin served in a number of different positions in government and
academia. These included work as a
staff assistant to Sen. William
Proxmire (D-Wis.) and as an assistant professor of economics at
Marquette University.

Attended Yale, Oxford, MIT
Aspin, who has represented
Wisconsin's first district since his
first election victory in 1970, graduated summa cum laude from Yale
University in 1960 with a bachelor's
degree in history. As a Rhodes
Scholar at Oxford University in
England, Aspin received a master's
degree in a combined economics,
politics, and philosophy program. In
1966, Aspin received a PhD from
MIT's economics department. The
Almanac of American Politics
describes Aspin as "one of the truly
important legislators on Capitol
Hill," due in no small part to his
chairmanship of one of the most
influential Congressional committees.
Before running for Congress,

--

According to Mary L. Morrissey,
director of special events, Vest
chose Aspin from a three-page list
presented to him by the
Commencement Committee. In a
statement released soon after the
choice was made public, Vest
explained that Aspin has "a unique
perspective on important issues of
our time, particularly those involved
in our shifting national priorities as
defense needs adjust to changing
conditions and civilian issues come
to the fore."
Those students receiving doctoral degrees were hooded yesterday in
a special ceremony. At the ceremony in Kresge Auditorium, department heads or their representatives
assisted the school deans in hooding

---

ing a UROP student as a line-item
in a research grant proposa,.
UROP can also waive the overhead costs for faculty members who
pay students entirely from their own
funds, she added.
This year the applications had
been considered on a rolling basis,
instead of by a deadline.
Applications were accepted starting
April 1, and the number of requests
peaked in early May.
"We don't want people who are
just fast to get UROPs," McGavern
said.

Nobel Sumner
Baltimore to
Return to MIT
Baltimore, from Page 10

MITNEWS OFFICE

Rep. Los Aspin (-Mlich.), chairman of the House Armed
Services Committee, will speak
at Commencement today.
the degree recipients.
Commencement exercises will
conclude at 5 p.m..today with a
commissioning ceremony for cadets
and midshipmen in MIT's Army,
Air Force, and Navy Reserve
Officers' Training Corps.

immune specifications and the role
of tumors in immunology, cancer,
and AIDS research.
AIDS had been a focus of
Baltimore's work throughout his
research career. In 1970, he helped
discover reverse transcriptase, a
critical enzyme found in the group
of viruses that cause AIDS. The
finding won him the 1975 Nobel
Prize in physiology or medicine.
Baltimore's return to MIT is
considered by many to be an outcome of his long-term standing
among other researchers in this area.
In an interview with The New York
Times, Phillip A. Sharp, head of the
Department of Biology said, "He
feels comfortable here. He can carry
on conversations here with friends
without having any hesitations as to
his history or his future."

I
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DO YOU HAVE IDEAS FOR
PRODUCTS?
We are a start-up company looking for ideas
(preferably pantentable) that can be developed
into consumer or commercial products. We bring
many years of successful experience in the
management of Finance, Marketing, and
Manufacturing Operations. If your idea is
chosen, we will develop it from prototype to final
product. You retain all rights, and have no
financial responsibility. If the product is
successful, you will share in the profits, if it is
not, you lose nothing.
Interested? Call:

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT CORP.
AT 617-740-0145
L
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Christine Brady Kosko
and Artist James Hubbell
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La Rosa
Blanca
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Summer Building School
Tijuana, Baja California, Mexico
June 29 - August 29

I

i

Organic architectural solutions to problems of third world
development, hands-on construction of primary school, and
artisans workshops
Cost: $800-$2,000

Write: The Americas Foundation
4716 Bram Ave.
Bonita, CA 91902
-
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Responding to Prof. Wolffs Suit,
Inisdtute Says that Such Debates
Should be Resolved Internally
Wolff, from Page I
Some of the other members of
the literature department named in
the suit have also denied Wolff's
charges, saying that the case has no
legal merit.
Prominent among these is
Professor of Literature Ruth Perry,
who heads the Women's Studies
Program;'and was accused by Wolff
of having blocked or ignored a number of Wolff's proposals for subjects within Women's Studies.
Members of the committee that
oversees Women's Studies have
denied this, however, saying that at
no time did Wolff submit a subject
proposal to the committee.

Professor of Literature David
Thorburn, who was also named in
the suit, said, "Her description of
me as a tyrant of the politically correct is ludicrous.... My intellectual
and ideological commitments have
always been recognized as democratic and pluralist.
One faculty member speculated
that ifthe case were to reach court,
MIT might turn around and blame
the literature department for the
problems that led up to the case.
Such an outcome was unlikely,
however, since the judge was
unlikely to see enough merit in the
case that it would go that far, the
source added.

r-· ·
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Most bosh choose engineering majors
majors, as opposed to 28 members of the class of
1994 and 64 members of the class of 1993. Only
The School of Engineering once again claimed three freshmen, one in writing and two in a joint prothe lion's share of freshmen majors, with 62 percent gram in humanities and science, declared majors in
of the freshman class choosing that school, accord- the Department of Humanities. Political science
ing to the Registrar's Office. The School of Science gained two more freshmen than last year, but ecocame in a distant second at 21 percent, with the nomics continued its decline, down to 10 majors
School of Architecture and Planning receiving about from last year's 17.'
2.5 percent of the freshmen. The School of
Two other departments, mathematics and aeroHumanities and Social Science and the Sloan School
nautics and astronautics, also showed a considerable
of Management each took about 2 percent, and the decline. Only 36 freshmen declared majors in Course
Whitaker College of Health Science and Technology
XVIII, down from 76 the previous year. Course XVI
received about .75 percent of the freshmen.
attracted 33 freshmen, down from 64 in the class of
Almost 10 percent of the Class of 1995 - or 102
1994.
freshmen - did not declare majors.
Several majors increased in popularity. Nuclear
Course VI-1, Course II, and Course VI-3
engineering,
materials science and engineering, civil
remained the most popular majors among declaring
freshmen, with percentages changing little from last engineering, and chemical engineering all surpassed
year. Sixteen percent of freshmen declared electrical previous years' numbers, with nuclear engineering
engineering as their major, 13.5 percent declared jumping to 16 freshmen majors, up from only six for
mechanical engineering, and 11 percent declared the class of 1994.
The Sloan School of Management attracted 19
computer science.
For the third year in a row, fewer freshman majors, down from 28, and the Whitaker College of
declared majors in the School of Humanities and Health Sciences and Technology remained steady
Social Sciences. Twenty freshmen declared HAS-S with eight majors.
By Deborah A. Levinson
CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES

.

9^ A Plblic Service of the USDA Forest Service
mnc and your State Forester
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Best Wishes to The Class of '92!
From The Coop, Your Graduation Center.
.0

You'll find something special is happeningforgraduatesandalumni almost everywhere you look at The M.LT. Coop at Kendall.
Eager M.I.T.
Beaver!

Just in Time for Graduation: New M.IeT
Prints by Coop Artist, Christy Morrison.

Adorable stuffed
sawtooth beaver
sporting a collegiate
M.l.T. sweater. $25
Also available,
teddy bear with
M.I.T. t-shirt. $20

What a great way to remember M.I.T., with one or two of
our beautifully colored M.l.T. prints. A Coop exclusive.
* Framed M.I.T. from
the Charles. 11"X24".
* Framed with mat. 15'X29".

Reg.
$38.90
45.90

SALE
$31.12
36.72

34.90
42.90

27.92
34.32

Not shown:

- Framed M.I.T Winter Scene. 18"X24".
* Framed with mat. 22"X28".
* Unframed prints, $6 ea.

Save Time, Save Money with
One-Hour Diploma Framing
Servicer June 1-3.
You worked years for your diploma, but it only
takes an hour for The Coop to frame and
preserve it. Our professional custom framing,
available in several different diploma sizes,
includes conservation acid-free backing
archival materials, glass, and your choice of 6
classic wood styles.
Framed Complete, $25, Comp. Value $45-$60
Framed Complete with 100% Rag Mat, $35;
Comp. Value $55-$75
Lower Level, M.I.T. Coop at Kendall.

'

--

Golden Opportunity: Jostens Ring Days!
June 1 & 2, 11AM-5PM

Bring Home Fond Memories of M.LT. with Champion@!
Champion insignia wear is always great to give, or great to get. Choose from an
exciting assortment of M.I.T. sweatshirts, t-shirts, shorts and sweatpants, in
traditional and hot fashion colors. And for younger M.I.T. fans, The Coop has a
super selection of insignia wear for kids by Champion and Jog Togs.

A Winning Offer!

$50 OFF 14K $25 OFF 10K

$100 OFF 18K

Jostens M.I.T. rings for graduate students, Sloan students, seniors and alumni, are handsomely
crafted in rich 18K, 14K and 1OK gold. They're always a smart investment. But during jostens
Ring Days, at The M.IT. Coop at Kendall, they're an even smarter one.
All with Jostens Lifetime Golden Warranty.
O

MMRENS

Register to WIN a classic M.I.T. Captain's Chair. Details and registration
forms in the Special Order Department.

AIUCA'S

E

COLIEGE RING

MirrorImages of M.I.T.
For a truly unique gift, look into our elegant College Mirror or Desk Box.
Both feature a view of M.I.T. which is handpainted on the reverse side of
glass in a technique known as eglomise painting. College Mirror with
antiqued wood frame. 15"X26". College Desk Box of finely crafted walnut.
12"X7"X2 1/2".
$175 Each Allow 2 weeks for delivery.

FREE Engraving on Sheaffer Pens.
Junae 1, 12-3P at The M.I.T. Coop at Kendall.

I
I

Choose from an elegant selection of colorful enamels, sterling silver, gold
plate and 14K gold. Minimum purchase for engraving: $15.

Capture the Excitement of Graduation on Kodak Film.

FREE Alterations & Same Day Service!

Come to The Coop for all the Kodak film you need: black and white, color or color slide. Using
Kodak film is one of the smartest ways to focus in on one of your most memorable days.

If you buy a men's suit, sportcoat, blazer or slacks during Commencement
Week, you're entitled to FREE Same Day Basic Alterations.

Pack It Up!

Finish in F;irst

We hate to see you go, but we'll make moving easier with a full line of
packing supplies. Boxes, packing cases, markers, labels, tapes, twine, and
more, all ready to go from our Stationery Department.

Place with Coop Photo

Finishing. Next Day
Service~Guar~anted!
:·: .d

Sit Back and Relax!
If the graduation festivities tire you out, visit our Hospitality Suite, Lower
Level, M.I.T. Coop at Kendall. Enjoy some coffee, a soft drink and a little
conversation, and in no time, you'll feel refreshed and ready for all the
commencement action.

~~~~~~~With
Coop Photo Finishing, you can have
your commencement pictures developed
~~~~~~before you head for home. Choose 3 1/2"
~~~. ~~~re

1~~

ular color prints or 4"super color
prints and get a seconad set of color prints
~
~~~~ ~~FREE!
Full Details at The Coop.

Extra! Extra Shopping Hours!
I

'1me

MIT COOPA T KENDALL
3MGABRIDGE

CR NTHER30

Serious shoppers will enjoy these Extra Shopping Hours: The M.I.T.
Coop at Kendall will be open June 1st, 8AM-7PM.

Saver!

Short on nime? Just call ouur special 800 number

FREE PARKING

and do your
shopping
by phone.
. ~tI
r 1M'
I-W 681882&Z

SAN
T 1,
9:15,5:45
MOIN, JUNE
8:00AM-7~:010PM

FREE PARKING AT KENDALL: AFTER 5 WEEKDAYS AND ALL DAY SAT AT
MARRIOTT HOTEL WITH SALES RECEIPT SHOWING SS MIN. COOP PURCHASE:
VAUDATE AT CASHIER'S DESK AT THE COOP.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL 4W2
B -=-
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MET, DCAA Debate Cost of U.S.Sponsored Research
By Eva Moy

forward pricing audits for the years
1965 through 1992. In each of these
audits the DCAA has consistently
approved the MOU methodologies
Misunderstandings over MOU
which they now choose unilaterally,
Most of the controversy concern- retroactively, and, MIT contends,
ing the DCAA's audits deal with. illegally to invalidate," Culliton
several Memoranda of Under- wrote in the executive summary of a
standing - signed agreements response to the FY90 audit. under which MIT can determine its
MIT views the retraction of
MOUs as "a serious assault on the
budget in certain ways.
James J. Culliton, vice president effectiveness and ability of MIT to
for financial operations, explained remain an institution at the forefront
that most of the disputed amount of science and technology and constems from disagreements and poli- tinue its tradition of national service
cy changes rather than erroneous or in the provision of quality research
and trained scientists and engiimproper accounting.
MIT has already repaid the gov- neers," Culliton~wrote.
The DCAA still has to audit MIT'
ernment $778,261 for inappropriate
expenses uncovered by the DCAA for FY86-89, which they had
and an internal audit. However, the planned to complete by today. They
Institute does not concede that it had previously decided to forego
owes an additional $21.6 million, these. audits starting in 1986 in an
money which the DCAA found effort to keep better track of private
and corporate government-sponunacceptable, according to Culliton.
The "DCAA's audit presence at sored research.
MIT since 1985 has been limited to
In addition, the DCAA will
jects are audited by the DCAA, one
of several agencies responsible for
overseeing research contracts.

MIT responded to the DCAA's
audit in early April and is waiting
for a response from the DCAA and
the Office of Naval Research, the
agency to which the DCAA reports.
ONR will make
the
ultimate

ASSOCIA TE NEWS EDITOR

In an ongoing effort to correct its
long-term oversight of university
billing practices, the Defense
Contract
Audit
Agency is questioning many of the Most of th
decision
based
eai~teaR~~,b~on
the DCAA's
research-related
costs that universi- mount stkA],ms rlom
audit and MIT's
ties bill to the govk ts
a~ng~
response.
The audits
ernment and other d
e em Wsts cud

e disputed

contracting agen policy
cies.

erro

thalnI

DCAA resumed

chateIges rather
0 BOUs

of

ipoe alccoOvetirsgi

the

Institute's forward
pricing budget for
fiscal year 1992 at a hearing before
the Subcommittee on Energy and
Commerce in January after having
halted it earlier.
Some other universities being
audited include Stanford University,
Columbia University, and the
California Institute of Technology.

been

ordered by the

or

the $22.8 million improper;

audit

had

H o
,

u s

VSt
i

e

and

Subcommittee,
headed by Rep.
John D. Dingell (D-Mich ;), after the
committee held a hearing on
Stanford's use of government fuinds
a year ago, according to Dennis B.
Fitzgibbons,
a
committee
spokesman.
Schools with a high proportion
of funding from defense-related pro-

GSC to Fund And-Harassnent Book
the credibility of the guide's anonymous sources. "All statements can
and will be supported if needed,"
said a representative of the authors.
The authors added that the Course
Evaluation Guide relies solely on
anonymous student evaluations of
faculty members.
"The charge of being a bad
teacher is not the same as saying
that someone is helping sexual
harassment," Keyser said.
James R. Tewhey, associate dean
for residence and campus activities,
said that although some of the specific passages referring to individuals were true, there were also incorrect and harmful statements. He also
said that the incidents involving
members of his staff were not accurate and that he considered the publication to be damaging.
"We are all on the same side,"
Keyser said, but he did not agree
that "ends justify the means." He
said that although he was dismayed
with the GSC decision, the decision
will not affect the adminmistration's
willingness for cooperation in any
way.

graduate students," the guide's
anonymous authors wrote. "The
The controversial Underground UJndergrobnd Guide provides
Guide on Stopping Sexual extremely valuable information that
Harassmentat MIT has received the is not available in MIT's official
endorsement of the Graduate guide. It contains realistic assessStudent Council, a move that will ments of where victims should turn.
Victims have a right to know all this
ensure funding for the guide.
The guide's anonymous authors information, especially in light of
present the guide as an alternative to the current lack of guidelines and
the administration's policy on sexu- confusion that exists at MIT on the
al harassment. The guide criticizes official level."
MIT's response to sexual harassMary P. Rowe, the president's
ment on campus.
special assistant who handles
Made at its last meeting, the harassment-related issues, was
GSC's decision to fund the guide among those criticized in the guide.
was contested because some of the
"I take the concerns expressed
anonymous reports in the guide very seriously," she said at the
describe incidents when the admin- meeting. She added that she had
istration's response to sexual harass- never knowingly pursued a comment cases was not helpful. These plaint or broken confidentiality
reports were called inaccurate and without first obtaining formal and
harmful.
explicit permission to do so.
The GSC, however, maintained
"I do not think this guide is fair,"
that "the GSC is not endorsing. any said Samuel J. Keyser' associate
of the opinions contained in the provost for Institute life. Keyser
guide, but it considers the informa- said he found the guide to be very
-tion to be useful and representative useful, but added that it also conof a different perspective."
tains allegations and incomplete
"The MIT administration is facts that could be damaging to indidragging its feet in dealing with the viduals within the administration.
problem of sexual harassment for
The guide's authors argued for
By Nlck Nassuphis

STAFF REPORTER
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receive the FY91 budget at the close
of the fiscal year in June, as well as
the FY92 and FY93 forward pricing
budgets.
The DCAA headquarters in
Washington, D.C., does-not know
the exact timetable for these audits,
according to Executive Officer
Phillip E. Rogers. The DCAA could
be responding to MIT's rebuttal "if
there's something in the response
that would warrant ... further
review and consideration," he
added.
The other audits should quickly
fall in line after the DCAA and
ONR make decisions affecting the
FY90 audit, according to Culliton.
"MIT remains committed to
seeking improved administrative
and accounting procedures.... We
remain willing at any time to review
any and all administrative, accounting, allocation, and reimbursement
methodologies on a prospective
basis," he wrote in the executive
summary.

Posner Sees Some Good
h NEA Funding Debate
NEd, from Page 9
rejecting funding for the current
exhibit out of protest.
Sympathy appreciated
Both Posner and Harris
expressed their gratitude to the institutions who have recently rejected
NEA funds in protest. "I am very
appreciative," said Harris. "I have
no doubt that it's a sacrifice."
-I am concerned about the message it may send to critics of the
NEA who believe the endowment is
not necessary," she said. "But, it
shows the arts community is disc
tressed. It sends a very strong message to the NEA."
NEA spokesman Dare said, "We
are sad and we regret the actions of
qualified grantees to turn money
down."
Posner said that despite all the
hardship resulting from the NEA
decision, there has been a positive
side to the whole controversy.
"I think one thing that's positive
is that I've enjoyed the solidarity at
MIT - the immediate support from

1.

Ellen Harris and President Vest,"
Posner said. "It's wonderful to be
associated with an institution like
this. I feel we are speaking out for a
cause that is worthy."
Harris added that the Institute
has always been unified behind the
cause of freedom of expression, but
that due to the recent publicity, MIT
has had a chance to expand its contacts in the art world nationwide.
Therefore, she said, the group which
is now solidified behind the cause is
larger and stronger.
"Undoubtedly, there are a lot
more -people in this country today
that know that MIT has an arts program and a 20th Century arts gallery
than did two weeks ago."
It is unclear what the future may
hold for the role of the National
Endowment for the Arts. However,
one thing is certain, MIT's name
will be recalled as the battleground
for the war over arts funding for the
1990s and beyond.
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BUSINESS RESEARCHER / ECONOMIC MODELER

-

LOCHRIDGE & COMPANY is a small, general management consulting firm
based in Boston. Our clients are both domestic and international and cover a wide range
of industries. We not only help companies develop the right strategy, or vision, but we
also help the company act to support that vision by changing its process.
The researcher position entails unearthing information on client companies,
competitors, industries, markets (through primary and secondary research) and business
strategies. This requires the ability to identify and evaluate information sources, structure
and interpret data, and work with in-house and client teams.
The following qualifications are required:

F~or Mae pace
,fa roll of film
can
Ne develop
programs for
the elderly.

-Undergraduate degree
-Excellent analytical ability
-Experience in writing and modifying economic models
-Experience in setting up and working with relational data bases
-Good oral and written communication skills
-Ability to organize own work load, set priorities,
and work with minimum guidance
-Tenacity

@United Way

Please send resume to:

ft brings out the best in allofu.

Anne Averbach
Lochridge & Company
420 Boylston Street
Boston, MA 02116

No phone calls please.
This space donated by The Tech
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Graduating$Students
lime flies when you're having fun, doesn't it? During
the past four years, you kept up on the good times
around campus through the pages of e Tech. So
why stop now? We're still going to be here, as we

have been for the past 111 years, and we can keep

you in touch with the Institute for only $20 a year.
Write to:

Circulation Manager
The Te'ch
PEON Box 29 MIT Branch
Cambridge, MA02139

I

Again, congratulations, and best wishes for your future.
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By Chris Doerr
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school's over.... now get a real education
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1555 Massachusetts Avenue
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2
I weeks
includes
air and most meals!
call (800) 466 0610
'from east coast conditons apply

Sundays, 9 and 11 a.m.
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The Aga Khan Program
for Islamic Architecture

8

67

at Harvard University and the
IiMassachusetts Institute of Technology
t:

announces its
L
F

OUTREACH AND RESEARCH
GRANT PROGRAM

i

LONDON
BRUSSELS
PARIS
AMSTERDAM
ZURICH
TEL AVIV
ISTANBUL

Deadline: September 21, 1992
Proposals for outreach and research related to the
Muslim world submitted by academic and research
staff of "Principal Investigator" status at Harvard and
MIT are flow being accepted for consideration for the
1993-1994 academic year.

195
219
285
255
295
368
369

1/2 Round trip fares from Boston,
based on around trip purchase!
Taxes and surcharges not included.
SA;IIIPdlllro

For complete guidelines, please contact:
The Aga Khan Program for Islamic Architecture
MIT 10-390, 77 Massachusetts Ave
Cambridge, MA 02139
telephone: 253-1400
------ u---
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We are right here......
in the Stratton Student Center!!!!!
W20-024
Drop by or call!
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225-2555

Call Now
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